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The existence of a unique local (m time) solution of an initial boundary-value 
problem arising m the theory of short-term weather forecasting of Marcuk IS 
established. The solution is analytic in the space-variables, continuously differen- 
tiable m time. 
The purpose of this paper is to show the existence of a unique solution, 
local in time, of a nonlinear initial boundary-value problem arising in the 
theory of short-term weather forecasting of Marcuk [7]. 
Let p, t and x = (x, , x2, xj) be the independent variables. The equations of 
motion are 
au 
z + (u . V,) u + L x .u + V,H = 0, 
aH I (0.1) - + V, . u = 0 
3P i 
on R’ X (P,,, J’) X (0, T) 
with p,, > 0, L is a constant vector, ZJ is the velocity, H is the height of the 
isobaric surface, and p is the pressure. 
The boundary conditions are 
( C?H $+u.v, -=o 1 aP at p=po; 
p 
( 
;+u.v, aK+$o 
1 aP 
at p = P. 
The initial conditions are 
4x9 0, PI = u&G p); H(x, 0, P) = f&(x, P) 
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(0.2) 
on Q=R3 X (po,P). 
(0.3) 
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The existence of a unique solution of the linearized system (0.1~(0.3) 
may be proved by the method of decomposition and weak approximation of 
Janenko and Demidov [3]. For the nonlinear system, the existence of a 
unique local solution analytic in x and in t has been shown by Demidov [ 1 ] 
using the method of majorants. A sketch of the proof of the existence of a 
weak solution of (0.1~(0.3) in the appropriate Sobolev spaces was given by 
Demidov and Marcuk ]2] using a numerical method due to Marcuk. 
The approach taken in this paper is different from all the previous ones. In 
contrast to [ l]-[3] we shall use Lagrangian instead of Eulerian coordinates. 
Combining the method of successive approximations with the novel 
approach to Lagrangian coordinates of Solonnikov [8] we shall show the 
existence of a unique local solution of (0.1~(0.3) analytic in X, Holder 
continuous in p together with its derivatives of order up to two and 
continuously differentiable in f. 
The approach taken in this paper is quite general. It has been applied by 
the writer to the equations of the theory of shallow waters [9], to non- 
homogeneous fluids [ 10, 111 and to a basic free boundary problem of the 
theory of water waves [ 121. 
The notations, some simple properties of the quasi-norm of Nalimov and 
of the transformation relating Eulerian to Lagrangian coordinates as well as 
the main result of the paper are given in Section 1. The existence of a 
solution of a linear initial boundary-value problem is proved in Section 2. 
The proof of the main theorem is carried out in Section 3. 
1 
Let (pO, p) be a finite interval with p0 > 0 and let 0 < P < 1. For each 
triple a = (a,, a2, a& of non-negative integers we write 
Da= fiD?j with Ial= G aj and Dj = c~/c?x~. 
j=l ,z 
P(Q) is the usual Banach space of Holder continuous functions on 
Q = R 3 x (p,, , P) with exponent ,u. We denote by 
Csv“(Q) = (u : u in P(Q), Diu in C“(Q) for k < s). 
It is a Banach space with the obvious norm. 
Let O<p,<p<p, and set 
(1.1) 
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whenever the right-hand side of (1.1) is defined. It is easy to check that 
II . Ilcy,Q, is a quasi-norm. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let u, v be in C:,“(Q) for 0 < p* < p < p. Then : 
0) lI~41c~ucQ, ~~lI~llc~Y~Q~ Il~llc~u,o,~ 
(ii) II 0,~ II C;“(Q) < M(d/dP)ll UllC?/‘,Q) < M’ - ’ /I ii IlC;$(Q) 
forO<landp,<p+l<p,. 
M is independent of 1. p. 
Proof. The proposition is due to Leray and Ohaya [4] and to Nalimov 
[6] when u and LJ are independent of p. A detailed proof may be found in 
[5]. The same proof carries over to our case. 
We shall consider the following transformation relating Eulerian and 
Lagrangian coordinates: 
x = < + 1’ w([, s, p) ds = X(c, t, p). 
-0 
Set : 
(1.2 ) 
and 
aJk(L t, P) = sj/( + /I $ w&I, s, P) ds (1.3 
J 
r 
bj(L t, P) = Jo’ $ t+‘j(C. $3 p) ds, 1 <j,k<3. (1.4) 
Let U(<, t.p) = ((aJk([, t))), then it is well known that det(U(& t,p)) # 0 
only for small time t. We shall express the restriction as 
where 
(T + T”2)( 1 + &?(w; T, /I)) < 6 < $ (1.5) 
g’(bv; Ty PI = II wIIC(O.~;C;.y(Q,) + I/ v~~vIlc~O.r:C~~~~Q,,. (1.6) 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let w be a vector-function satisJ:l’ing (1.5). Then: 
(1) A = (U*)-’ is defined, 
(2) 111-A II C(OJ;C;~(Q)) < M 11’ - U~IC,O,I:C~“,Q,) < c, r’(w; t1 Pi 
c3) II~A/atIICcO,t:C:P(Q), < c2g7()t’; 6P). 
If v is a vector-function satisfJping (1.5) and A(v), A(w) are the inverses of 
U(v), U(w) corresponding to v and to w, respectively, then: 
The d@erent constants c are independent oft, p, MI. 
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Proof. The proposition is due to Solonnikov [8] when C:*“(Q) is 
replaced by P(Q). The same proof carries over by taking into account the 
definition of C~+(Q). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let bj(c, t,p) be given by (1.4), then: 
IIbj(t>llc~~~c~, < t II~pWjllc~o,r:~~~~,,. 
Proof. Trivial. 
The main result of the paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let u,(x,p) be a vector-function, H,(x,p) be a scalar 
function. Suppose that u,, and H, are in C2*U(Q) for 0 < p* < p < p,, . Then 
there exist: 
(1) a non-empty interval (0, T,) and a number p, , 0 < p* < p, < p,,, 
(2) a unique solution {u, H) in C(0, T,; C’*“(Q)) of (0.1) - (0.3), for 
O<P*<P<P,. 
2 
Let w(& t, p) be a vector-function satisfying (1.5) and let A(w) be the 
inverse of U*(w), the Jacobian of the transformation (1.2). In this section we 
shall use the method of successive approximations to show the existence of a 
solution of the linear initial boundary-value problem 
$+Lxo+A(w)V,h=f, 
(2.1) 
a \a 
z cap 
-p2 $ +p’b(w)A(w)V<h 
I 
+A(w)V[. 0 =g on Q x (0, r) 
where b(w) is the column vector with components bi defined by (1.4). 
The boundary conditions are 
?- )f!- b(w)A(w) V,h I = k 
at /ap i O 
at p=po, 
(2.2) 
a \ ah I t ipT+h-b(w)A(w)V,h =k,+w.A(w)Vlh 
I 
at p = P. 
The initial conditions are 
a, 0, P) = ~Jo(L PI and h(C-, 0, P> = ho(4-9 PI on Q. (2.3) 
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The main result of the section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let v,, be a vector-function h, be a scalar function. 
Suppose that 
F(vo ; p) + cF(h, ; P) < DC) with 
vvo; P> = II ~o/lc;.u,Q, + II -y~,Il,~.~,,, 
Let / be a vector function with 
l andv 
in C(0, T; CiVU(Q)); g be a scalar 
function with g and V, g in C 0, T, C ’ (Q)) : Suppose that k,, k, are two 
scalar functions with ki, V, k, in C(0, T, C:*“(Q)). Let w(<, t,p) be a vector- 
function satisfying (1.5) and with w([, 0,~) = v,([,p) on Q. Then there exists 
{v, h}, solution of (2.1~(2.3). Moreover: 
forO<t<TandO<p, <p<pO. 
A4 is independent oft, p, w. 
To prove the theorem we shall use the method of successive approx- 
imations. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Let 
v”, ho be such that .F(v’;p) +.F(hO;p) < co. Then there exists v’, solution 
of the initial-value problem 
A?!&- L x v” -A(w) VIho on Q x (0, T), 
v’(r?O,P)=vo(r,P) on Q. (2.4 ) 
Moreover: 
II v’(Oll C;-(Q) ,< ~bOlIC;~“(Q) + Kj {llf(s)l&‘,Q) + (l + ‘(w;P, s)) 
x (11 vO(s)llC;.u’Q, + 11 v~ho(s)llC;.ufQ,)/ ds- (2.5) 
P(w; p, s) is as in (1.6) 
K is independent of 1, w, p. 
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ProoJ The existence of a unique solution v’ of (2.4) is clear. The 
estimate follows from Propositions 1. l- 1.2. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 and of Theorem 2.1 
are satisfied. Let g, I&, and k; be such that 
II ill c~o.T:cyo, + Il~ollc,o.T:c~.~,p)) + II6 IIC(O,T:C~.~,Q), < NJ 
for O<P~<P<P,. Then there exists H, solution of the boundary-value 
problem 
on (PoyP) 
(2.6) 
H= k’, at P=P~ and pf$f+H=c, at p = P. 
Moreover: 
K is independent oft, p. 
ProoJ The proof is trivial in view of Propositions 1.1-1.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 and of 
Lemma 2.1 are satisfied. Then there exists h ‘, solution of the initial 
boundary-value problem 
a2 
- 
atap 
-p* $+p’b(w) Vlho =g-A(w)V,. v” on Q X (0, T), 
(2.8) 
with 
a ah’ 
at ap I 
-- b(w)A(w) Vsho 
I 
= k, at p=Po, 
f p$+h’-b(w)A(w)Vlho 
I I 
= k, + w . A(w) Vlho at p=P 
and h’(L 0, P) = h,(C,p) on Q. 
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K is independent oft, p, tt’. 
ProoJ (1) Let us note that 
b(w) = 0 at t=O, 
Take: 
k’, = $’ + 1.’ k, ds, 
0 
Applying Propositions 1.1-1.3 we have 
II k%)llq~,Q~ + II ~oo(~)llc~“,o, + IIM)ll.;.,,, 
< K ;3h,:d + 1.’ (II s(s)llc;.U,Q, + IIko(s)ll,~ U,Q, + Il’WlcbwJ ds 
-0 
+ j’ (I + F(w; p, s))‘(ll Vcho(s)lJci..,,, + )I Vst~o(s)l~c~.u,u,) ds ; . (2.9) 
-0 
(2) The problem (2.8) is equivalent to 
a \ ah’/ _ 
G, -P?iip, =g on (po,P), 
ah’ -= 
aP 
60 at p=po; p$+h’=& at p = P. 
The stated result follows from Lemma 2.2 and from (2.9). 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. (1) Consider the linear system 
~fLXa~-‘+A(w)V,h”-‘=J, 
a= 
- (-p’$+p”b(w)A(w) V,h”-I) 
atap 
=g-A(w)V,. d-’ 
on Q x (0, T) (2.10) 
with the boundary conditions 
-- b(w)A(w) V,h”-’ = k, at p=po. 
r 
; (pg+h”-b(w)A(w)V,h”-‘) = k, + w. A(w) V,h”-’ 
at p=P (2.11) 
and the initial conditions 
w, 0, P) = ~,(L P), h”(C, 0, P) = h,(L p) on Q. (2.12) 
It follows from Lemmas 2.1-2.3 that for each n, there exists a solution 
(u”, h”} of (2.10)-(2.12). Moreover: 
+ 1’ (1 + B(w;p, S))‘(IJVSh”-‘(s)llc~u,a, + lb”-‘(dIc;.w, 
-0 
+ IIG,tl”-‘(s)ll,~,,,,)ds (. (2.13) 
K is independent of t, p, w and n. Furthermore 
Il(v” - t’ ’ W>llc~qa, +IIW - h”-‘)Wllc;w~ 
<K [’ { 1 + P(w;p, s)}’ (II@“-’ - v”-=)(&;uto\ (2.14) 
+ &un-’ - c”-=>(s)ll ci.utcr, + II V&h” - ’ - h”- *)(s)llcya,) ds. 
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(2) Set: 
V;(t) = ,2”, (/D;(c” - cn-‘)(tjjlc~ U,v, and simtlarly for H:(r). 
It follows from the definition of the quasi-norm and from (2.14) that 
II(p” - $-’ )(%U,Q, + IlW - ~n-‘~(f)llc?.“,Q, 
< K I’( 1 + d(ro; p, s))’ { 11 C&t>“- ’ - Pi- ‘)(s)l& ?,,,,v, 
+ II ~,(h”-’ - ~“-2)(~)llc~.,,o, I ds (2.15) 
and 
V;(t)+H;(t)<K (‘(1 +&(w;p,s))2jp-‘(V~-‘(s)+H~m’(s))ds (2.16) 
-0 
for 1 <j. Let: 
Vi(f) = c qyt) and similarly for H,(t). 
lIZI 
Then summing (2.16) from n = 2 to infinity we obtain 
vj(t) + Hj(f) 
~ vi’(t) + H:(t) +j4-r’(l + Y(W;P,S))’ (Vi(S) + Hj(s))ds. (2.17) 
0 
Taking into account our hypothesis (1.5) on w we have by the Gronwall 
lemma : 
Vj(r) + Hi(t) ,< V;(t) + H,!(t) + kjp-’ exp(Kajp-‘){ 1 + P(bc;p, t)}’ 
x J ; {q’(s) + H;(s)1 ds. (2.17) 
It is clear that 
c p’ (V;(t) + H,(t)} 
J:l j! 
< Ilv’(f) - ~“(f)llC;.u(Q) + Ilh’H - ~“wll,-~.~,u,~ 
Let pl = p. exp(-2K6p, -I), then 
P j-’ exp(KJjp-‘) < pJ-’ exp(Kajp, -‘) <tie- 
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for 0 (p* <p<p, (p,, andj>2. From (2.17) we obtain 
F d {Vi(f) + H,(f)} ,e, j! 
Thus, taking into account the definition of V,(r), H,(t) we get 
+ ,“YCj Ilqv” - ~“-‘mllc’.“,Qd <a* a 
Combining (2.15) and (2.19) we have 
-f 
n=2 
{ ll(u” - ?I- ‘)(t)llc;,“,Q, + II@” - h”- %0lc~w, 1 < 03. 
Hence there exists {v, h 1 such that 
asn++co,uniformlyinfandforO<p,<p<p,. 
It is trivial to check that (u, h } is a solution of (2.1). 
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(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(3) It remains to establish an estimate for (u, ht. Let n + +co in 
(2.13). From the previous part we deduce that 
II 4QllC’.‘(Q, + II W)llC2.‘,Q, 0 
;K ]W, ; P> + 3Vo; P> + I,; (ll~<~)llcy~, + II g@)llc;w, 
+ II ~o@Nc~utQ, + II w>llc~w,) ds 
+ ji (1 + gtoi pv 412 (II u(s)~~c2uca, 
+ IlV,WllC2,‘,Q) + Ilvmlc;w, Id+ 
An argument as above yields the estimate stated in the theorem. 
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3 
In this section we shall carry out the proof of Theorem 1.1. First let us 
consider the initial boundary-value problems 
with the boundary conditions 
on Qx(O,T) (3.1) 
at p=P (3.2) 
and the initial conditions 
qr. 0, P) = h)(i, P) with tl”([, 0,~) = ty,([,p) on Q. (3.3) 
b is as in (1.4) and A(c”) is the inverse of U*(v”) corresponding to the 
transformation (1.2) with IV = ~1”. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ( vo, ho} be as in Theorem 2.1 and let CO be a cector- 
function satisjj+ng (1.5) with also LT’([, 0,~) = vo([.p) on Q. Then for each n. 
there exist: 
(1) a non-empty interval (0, T,) independent of n, 
(2) a solution (v’, h”} of (3.1t(3.3) with 
II L.“Yf)llC~.“,Q, + II Wlcy Q, 
forO<t<T,andO<p,~p,<p,<p,. 
P(w;p) is as in Theorem 2.1 and M is independent oft, n. p. 
Proof: With ~1’ as in the lemma, we have, by applying Theorem 2.1 with 
H’ = u”, f = g = k, = k, = 0, a solution {P’, h’ 1 of (3.1~(3.3). Furthermore: 
II v’ WlC~“,Q) + II WllcyQ, 
~M(.~-(~,;P)+~~T(V,L’~;P)+ T~,;P)+ TF<~,;P)I 
forO<t<TandO<p,<p<p,. 
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From Proposition 1.1 we get 
for 1 > 0, p* < p + ), < p, . Hence: 
1 +B(v’;t,p)< (1 +M(l +n-‘)}(3(a,;p+~)+.~(h,;p+~) 
+~~(V,v,;p+~)+.iT(Vlho:p+~)I. 
It is then clear that there exists a non-empty interval (0, T,) such that 
(T,+Ty’){l +E(v’;T*,p)}<6<+. 
Indeed, T, is such that 
(T,+T,t,‘*)(l+M+M~~‘)(J(t~,;p+~)+.~(h,;p+~) 
+.,F(Vsv,;p +A) +-qV&;p +A)} < 6 < $. (3.4) 
T, is obviously independent of n. Applying Theorem 2.1 with M’ = ~1’. 
/ = g = k, = k, = 0, we obtain a solution (u’, h* } of (3.1 t(3.3). Moreover: 
II V’(~)llC~~(P, + II ~*wll,y,, 
< M{-F(q); p) +.-qh,;p) +.qv,u,:p) +‘qv5ho ;p)J. 
Thus with the same T* as in (3.4) we have 
(T, + T;“)( 1 + B(u2 ; T* ,p)) < 6 < & 
By induction we get the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let {v,,, h,} be as in Theorem 2.1. There exists: 
(1) a non-empty interval (0, T,), 
(2) a unique solution (v, h) in C(0, T* ; Ct.“(Q)) of the initial 
boundary-value problem 
“‘) ah 
(3.5 1 
I 
atap 1 
-p2 F+p2b(v)A(v) V,h I +A(v)V, . v =O on Qx(O,T*), 
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$ (;-Q)A(u)V,h)=O at P =po. 
(3.6) 
< r 
; (p$+h-pb(+i(c)V,hj+~‘~A(c)V,h=O at p=P 
and 
v(C, 0, P) = qA<, P); NC, 0, P) = h,(Lp) on Q- (3.7 j 
Moreover: 
(z-* + z-Y2)( I + 2qv; z-* 3 P)) < 6 < i. 
F(u; I; p) is as in (1.6). 
ProoJ The existence of a solution (~1, h) of (3.5~(3.7) follows from a 
standard argument. We shall not reproduce it here. 
Suppose (v, , h, } is another solution of (3.5t(3.7). Set: o = L’ - c, ; 
H=h-h,. Then we have 
g+L xw+A(vjV$=J 
(3.8) 
a’\ 
ataP I 
-p*~+p2b(v)r4(zl)viH~ SA(V)V,. a=k! on Qx(O,T*) 
with 1 = (A(v,) -A(v))V, . P,; 
g = (A(v,) --A(v)) v, . L’1 + & ([4v,)A(~1,) 
- 4WWlV, . h,). 
The boundary conditions are 
- - b(v) A(v) V,H = ko 
= 2 i( - O,)A(v,)) . Vh, 1 at p=po, (3.9) 
$ Pz+H-pb(v)A(v)V,H at p=P 
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where 
-v.(A(v)-A(v,))V,h,-v.A(u)V,H. 
The initial conditions are 
w(C, 0, P) = 0, WC, 0, P> = 0. 
We shall apply Theorem 2.1. From Proposition 1.2 we get 
II/w C:‘(Q) < K I ; tl v,+)llc;+q~, ds. 
With g, we rewrite as 
g=(r4(u,)--A(o))V,*u,+~ a @ 
I 
t WI) - W))A(u,) V,h, 
525 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
+b(v)~((A(u,)--A(u))v,h,) . I 
Then applying Propositions 1.2-1.3 we have 
II g(t)ll COp.U(Q) G K j 11 ~&)ll~~.~ta) ds + K 11 Vco(t)llc2"fQ) e (3.12) 
Similarly for k,, k, . 
Thus, from Theorem 2.1 we obtain 
11 ~(t)ll&u,Q) + 11 H(t)llc2+q) < K, (3.13) P I? 1 11 ‘tw IIC(O.S;C~~~,Q~) ds. D 
so: 
Recalling the definition of the quasi-norm we obtain 
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for n = I, 2,.... Set: 
O,(f) = sup sup 110; (L)(T)l/<.? “,Q,. 
o<r<r Ini-n 
Then: 
d,(l) < K, np ’ 1” O,(S) ds. 
-0 
Hence 4,(t) = 0 for n = 1, 2..... Therefore: 
II ~p(f)llc’.~,Q, = 0. P 
It then follows from (3.13) that o = H = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let (c, h) be as in Lemma 3.2. Consider the 
transformation 
x = < + (_’ u([, s, p) ds = X([, t.p), 
-0 
for 0 < t < T,. From the estimate of Lemma 3.2 and from Proposition 1.1, 
we know that X-’ exists. Set: 
and 
H(x. I, p) = h(X- ‘(x t, p), I, p). 
A trivial but lengthy computation shows that (u, H} is in fact the unique 
solution of (0.1~(0.3) with all the stated properties. 
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